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During acute infection, a CD4+ T cell response begins with the interaction 
between the T cell receptor (TCR) and its cognate antigen presented by major 
histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II on antigen presenting cells.  The nature of 
these interactions impacts various aspects of T cell fate.  Here we find that TCR signals 
influence the generation of Th1 memory cells.  The transition of activated CD4+ T cells 
from effector to memory is associated with a significant decrease in TCR repertoire 
diversity.  Particularly, a slow dissociation rate of TCR-antigen interactions, but not TCR 
avidity, corresponds to memory potential.  Thus, long-lived TCR interactions with 
antigen during priming are a determinative factor in promoting Th1 memory 
differentiation. 
Once generated, memory T cells are maintained at stable levels.  However, CD4+ 
memory T cells gradually decline in some mouse models of acute infection.  We find that 
heterologous rechallenge of Th1 memory cells with a pathogen sharing only a CD4+ T 
cell epitope, which allows for robust boosting of memory T cells without rapid antigen 
clearance, leads to the generation of highly stable secondary Th1 memory cells that do 
not decline.  Importantly, enhanced memory stability corresponds to the acquisition of 
high antigen sensitivity, often referred to as functional avidity, at the peak of the recall 
response.  In contrast, homologous rechallenge of Th1 memory cells, where memory 
 iv 
cells are weakly stimulated due to the limited antigen persistence, does not enhance 
function and stability of secondary Th1 cells. 
Upon heterologous rechallenge, the recall response of Th1 memory cells is 
characterized by the early emergence of secondary responders with high functional 
avidity, followed by functional avidity decay to the level similar to the parent memory 
cells.  Unexpectedly, responding secondary effectors progressively lose their functional 
avidity when secondary infection is prolonged, which corresponds to the generation of 
poorly stable secondary memory cells.  Functional avidity decay requires an extended 
period of both antigen presentation and infectious inflammation and correlates with the 
diminished magnitude of TCR signaling.  Together, the recall response of Th1 memory 
cells is functionally dynamic, and the nature of secondary stimulation influences function 
and stability of secondary Th1 cells.
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Memory CD4+ T cell development during acute infection 
 During acute viral and bacterial infections, rare antigen-specific naïve CD4+ T 
cells interact with peptide antigens presented by major histocompatibility complex 
(MHC) class II on mature dendritic cells (DCs) in secondary lymphoid organs.  This 
interaction leads to their activation, rapid expansion (up to 10,000-50,000-fold) and 
effector differentiation [1,2].  Depending on the infection-induced inflammatory 
environment, CD4+ T cells can differentiate into distinct effector T helper (Th) cell 
subsets, such as Th1, Th2, Th17, T follicular helper (Tfh) and regulatory T cells (Treg), 
as defined by canonical transcription factors and effector cytokine production [3].  These 
effector T helper cells provide help for other immune cells including macrophages, B 
cells and CD8+ T cells, mediate direct effector functions and suppress immunopathology, 
which collectively coordinate protective immunity.  Following antigen clearance, most 
effector cells die by apoptosis, but a small proportion (~5-10%) survives and becomes 
long-lived memory cells [4].  Whether these effector subsets retain their polarized status 
in the memory pool is, however, still being defined [1,5]. 
 Memory T cells have several features that distinguish them from naïve T cells.  
For example, they are present at higher frequencies than naïve counterparts and persist 
long term via slow homeostatic turnover in the absence of cognate antigen.  They also 
have a decreased activation threshold and acquire effector functions more rapidly than 
naïve T cells.  Furthermore, some memory T cells preferentially localize to peripheral 
sites of infection due to expression of tissue-specific trafficking molecules.  Combined, 
these properties allow memory T cells to provide rapid and enhanced protection during 
secondary exposure to the same or a related antigen [1,4].  
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 While many factors involved in activation and effector differentiation have been 
studied extensively [6], less is known regarding the signals that lead to memory CD4+ T 
cell development.  Evidence indicates that memory T cells arise from antigen-
experienced effector T cells through linear differentiation [7-9].  In studies of CD8+ T 
cells during acute infection, cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) fated to become memory 
cells can be identified at the peak of the primary response based on the expression of 
certain cell surface molecules, such as interleukin-7 receptor α (IL-7Rα, expressed on 
memory precursor CTL) and killer cell lectin-like receptor G1 (KLRG1, expressed on 
effector CTL fated to die) [10,11].  Similarly, recent studies showed that memory 
precursor CD4+ T helper cells are also a component of the early effector pool [12].  
Therefore, effector cells fated for memory differentiation are predetermined during the 
primary response, indicating that cell fate decisions are largely made at the early stages of 
T cell activation.  Numerous studies have attempted to identify the signals that drive 
these decisions and have focused on the role of extrinsic environmental cues, such as 
inflammatory cytokines and growth factors, as well as intrinsic signals delivered through 
T cell receptor (TCR) [13]. 
 
Extrinsic cues for effector and memory T cell differentiation 
 Extrinsic environmental cues impact effector and memory T cell differentiation.  
For example, inflammatory adjuvants promote the recruitment of antigen-specific T cells 
with a wide range of avidity during peptide immunization [14].  Infection-induced 
stimulatory factors also facilitate clonal expansion, whereas limiting early inflammation 
favors memory generation [15,16].  Specifically, inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-12 
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and type I interferons, induce optimal development of effector and memory T cells [17].  
However, prolonged exposure to these cytokines promotes the development of end-stage 
effector CD8+ T cells lacking memory potential [11,18].  Similarly, while IL-2 was 
initially characterized as a T cell growth factor, studies showed that IL-2 signals during 
priming preferentially promote short-lived effector CTL differentiation [19-21].  
Conversely, T cell activation in the absence of IL-2 signals leads to dysfunctional 
memory CTLs that are defective in secondary expansion upon rechallenge [22]. 
 IL-7 is a survival cytokine for T cells, and IL-7Rα expression on activated CD8+ 
T cells is associated with memory precursor cells, though its expression is not sufficient 
for memory differentiation [10,23,24].  For CD4+ T cells, prior works suggest a critical 
role for IL-7 signals in the survival of effector cells during the contraction phase [25,26].  
However, more recent studies showed that constitutive IL-7 signals failed to enhance 
CD4+ memory T cell generation, indicating that similar to CD8+ T cells, IL-7 signals are 
not a predominant factor for CD4+ memory T cell differentiation [27,28]. 
 Inflammatory cytokines induce the expression of several key transcription factors, 
and recent studies have revealed their important roles in the fate decision between short-
lived versus memory CTL.  In brief, high levels of T-bet and Blimp-1 lead to terminal 
differentiation into short-lived effector CD8+ T cells [11,29].  STAT5 activation by IL-2 
drives Th1 effector memory differentiation [30,31].  Conversely, STAT3 activation 
through IL-10 and IL-21 promote formation of CD8+ memory precursors [32], and the 
transcriptional repressor Bcl-6 is also involved in CD8+ and CD4+ memory development 
[30,33].   
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The role of TCR signals in effector and memory  
CD8+ T cell differentiation 
 Along with environmental cues, intrinsic signals delivered through the TCR also 
influence various aspects of T cell differentiation.  Because of the diverse nature of the 
TCR repertoire, during activation, naïve T cells receive varying levels of TCR signals, 
and the magnitude of those signals is determined by several factors, including TCR 
avidity for antigen, amount of antigen, costimulatory molecules and duration of 
interactions between T cells and antigen presenting cells (APCs) [34].  Currently, two 
models have been proposed to describe the relative role for TCR signals in driving the T 
cell recruitment, expansion and differentiation during infection.  First, a progressive 
differentiation model proposes that prolonged antigenic stimulation progressively 
promotes clonal expansion, effector differentiation, survival and memory formation 
[35,36].  A second model, programmed differentiation, proposes that differentiation of T 
cells is programmed upon a brief antigen encounter in the absence of further antigenic 
stimulation [37].  While numerous studies have supported both models [13], evidence 
suggests that TCR signals are incorporated differently during the differentiation of CD4+ 
and CD8+ T cells in response to acute infection. 
 For CD8+ T cells, only a short period (6-24 hours) of interaction with antigen is 
sufficient to recruit T cells into the response.  Once recruited, CD8+ T cells are able to 
undergo all phases of subsequent T cell differentiation such as expansion, acquisition of 
effector function and memory formation without further antigen encounter [38-41].  
While a short exposure to antigen limits the magnitude of the primary expansion, effector 
function and memory development are not affected by the duration of TCR stimulation 
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[42].  Similarly, while TCR avidity across a 700-fold range for a given antigen impacts 
the kinetics of clonal expansion, the daughter clones of all CD8+ effector T cells that 
were recruited into the response compete equally for entry into the memory pool [43]. 
 The role of TCR signals in memory differentiation has also been determined by 
analysis of TCR repertoire usage in the effector and memory pool, and several prior 
works have suggested that during acute infection, the TCR repertoire of CD8+ effector T 
cells is highly similar to that of memory cells as well as secondary effectors following 
rechallenge [44-47].  Together, these studies support a programmed differentiation model 
and suggest that TCR signals are not a determining factor in effector/memory fate 
decisions by activated CD8+ T cells.  Instead, they play a key role in the recruitment of T 
cells into the response, and subsequent differentiation steps appear to be driven by 
environmental factors [37]. 
 
The role of TCR signals in effector and memory  
CD4+ T cell differentiation 
 The role of TCR signals is more complex during CD4+ T cell differentiation. 
While inflammatory stimuli obviously impact the acquisition of distinct effector 
functions, prior work showed that antigenic signals through TCR also play a role in 
effector subset differentiation, such as Th1, Th2, Tfh and regulatory T cells (Treg) [48-
51].  By tracking the progeny of a single naïve T cell in vivo, a recent study also found an 
instructive role for intrinsic TCR signals in the Th1/Tfh fate decision early during acute 
infection [52]. 
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 Along with effector differentiation, the nature of TCR-antigen interactions also 
impacts CD4+ memory T cell differentiation.  Unlike CD8+ T cells that need only a brief 
antigen encounter for initiating programmed effector and memory differentiation, naïve 
CD4+ T cells require prolonged antigenic stimulation for optimal activation and 
expansion as well as full differentiation into effector and memory cells [53-55].  In 
addition, restimulation of CD4+ memory T cells enriches secondary effectors with higher 
TCR avidity for antigen as compared to primary counterparts [56].  Thus, these findings 
support progressive differentiation of CD4+ T cells, with increasing antigenic signals 
driving T cell differentiation throughout the immune response. 
 The requirement for a strong antigenic stimulus in CD4+ memory T cell 
development is supported by the finding that increasing precursor frequency of antigen-
specific naïve CD4+ T cells during priming corresponds to a defect in memory 
differentiation [57,58].  Clonal competition also impacts long-term maintenance of CD4+ 
memory T cells [59].  Intravital two-photon imaging studies clearly observed the 
prolonged interactions between T cells and peptide-loaded DCs at a low precursor 
frequency during priming, whereas the duration of this interaction became much shorter 
when abnormally high frequency CD4+ T cell clones were adoptively transferred [60].  
These findings suggest that clonal competition for available antigen inhibits the 
prolonged stimulation of CD4+ T cells, which negatively impacts subsequent memory 
differentiation. 
 Analysis of TCR repertoire usage also supports a role for TCR signals in memory 
differentiation.  In a mouse model of peptide immunization, the TCR repertoire of 
antigen-specific CD4+ T cells narrows to higher avidity during primary and secondary 
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responses, which was not observed for CD8+ T cells, implying that antigen-driven 
selection for high avidity clones may occur [56,61].  Additionally, prior work from our 
laboratory suggests that not all CD4+ T cells that undergo robust expansion and effector 
differentiation can equally differentiate into memory T cells [62].  Failure in memory 
development is associated with both low TCR avidity and poor antigen sensitivity, often 
termed functional avidity, by activated CD4+ T cells at the peak of the effector phase 
[62].  Furthermore, the transition of CD4+ effector T cells to memory as well as the 
development of very long-lived memory T cells are characterized by the emergence of 
memory populations with higher functional avidity [62].  Together, these findings 
suggest that strong TCR signals during priming are required for memory CD4+ T cell 
differentiation [13]. 
  
Long-term stability of memory CD4+ T cells 
 Once established, memory T cells can persist for a long time via slow homeostatic 
turnover.  In humans, both CD8+ and CD4+ memory T cells specific for the smallpox 
vaccine are detectable for up to 75 years postimmunization with a half-life of 8-15 years 
[63,64].  In mouse models of acute infection, CD8+ memory T cells also maintained in 
the long-term with no observable decline throughout the life of the mouse [4].  In 
contrast, memory CD4+ T cells tend to gradually decline over time in some mouse 
models [62,65,66].  Therefore, it appears that the mechanism controlling maintenance of 
CD4+ memory T cells is different from that of CD8+ memory T cells. 
 CD8+ and CD4+ memory T cells rely on the contact with both IL-7 and IL-15 for 
their long-term maintenance under normal physiological conditions [25,67-69].  While 
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TCR signals from contact with MHC II have been thought to be required for the 
maintenance of antigen-specific CD4+ memory T cells, it is now evident that similar to 
CD8+ T cells, their homeostasis is largely MHC independent.  For memory CD8+ T cells, 
signaling through IL-7 receptor (IL-7R) delivers survival signals, and IL-15 induces basal 
homeostatic proliferation [69].  In the case of memory CD4+ T cells, IL-7 appears to play 
a bigger role than IL-15 in homeostasis, as they express much lower levels of IL-15 
receptor than memory CD8+ T cells.  This suggests that memory CD4+ T cells compete 
less effectively than memory CD8+ T cells for available IL-15 [68], and this may be a 
factor in the differential maintenance of CD8+ and CD4+ memory T cells. 
 As described above, CD4+ T cells progressively acquire high functional avidity in 
the transition from effector to memory and during long-term memory maintenance [62].  
In terms of memory stability, although CD4+ memory T cells have been noted to decline 
over time, the rate of memory decline also becomes progressively slower [62].  
Importantly, this coincides with corresponding enrichment of a memory population with 
higher functional avidity [62].  Additionally, prior work also demonstrated that while the 
entire memory population, including both high and low functional avidity T cells, 
decreased over time, memory cells with high functional avidity, as measured by 
restimulation of T cells with a low amount of peptide antigen, did not decline during the 
same time period [62].  This finding suggests that initial TCR signal strength during 
priming may impact not only entry into the memory pool but also their long-term stability 
as memory T cell populations over time. 
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Recall responses of memory T cells 
 As described above, rapid recall responses and efficient clearance of recurrent 
infection are attributed to distinct properties of memory T cells, including higher 
precursor frequency, lower activation threshold, immediate effector function and wide 
tissue distribution [4].  However, little is known about the molecular mechanisms that 
control the rapid recall response.  Elevated expression of proximal TCR signaling 
molecules, such as tyrosine kinase Zap70, in resting memory T cells has been reported 
[70].  One study also suggested that memory T cells have more and larger oligomeric 
TCR complexes on the cell surface than their naïve counterparts, enhancing T cell 
responsiveness to lower antigen doses [71]. 
 While protective functions of memory CD8+ T cells correlate to their capability of 
specific killing of infected target cells, how memory CD4+ T cells provide enhanced 
protective responses following secondary challenge is not fully understood [72].  It has 
been shown that memory CD4+ T cells are better than naïve counterparts in providing 
help for B cells, which accelerates robust B cell antibody response [73].  Memory CD4+ 
T cells also enhance early inflammatory responses and rapidly activate APCs, which 
contributes to early control of infection [74,75].  For Th1 memory cells, the ability to 
make multiple effector cytokines, including IFN-γ, tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α) and 
IL-2, strongly correlates to protective capacity [76,77].  More recently, some memory 
CD8+ and CD4+ T cells that persist at tissue sites of infection for long periods have been 
defined as a distinct memory population, termed tissue-resident memory T cells.  
Emerging evidence indicates that they provide a first line of defense by facilitating more 
rapid recruitment and activation of innate and adaptive immune cells [78-81]. 
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 Several prior works have shown that the phenotypes and protective capacity of 
memory T cells are changed during secondary responses.  For CD8+ T cells, infection-
induced inflammatory cytokines such as IL-12 enhance antigen responsiveness of 
memory CTLs [82].  Repetitive antigen stimulation results in the development of 
secondary memory CD8+ T cells that display more effector-like gene expression 
signatures, altered trafficking into lymph nodes and decreased proliferative capacity [83].  
Depending on the nature of subsequent pathogen challenges, these changes were either 
beneficial or detrimental for protection.  For example, as compared to primary memory, 
secondary memory cells are more protective against certain types of infection such as 
Listeria monocytogenes, whereas they are more susceptible to functional exhaustion 
following chronic antigen exposure [84,85].  Overall, these findings indicate that the 
context of secondary challenge markedly influences the functional properties of memory 
CD8+ T cells. 
 Remarkably, far less is known regarding the secondary recall response of memory 
CD4+ T cells and their functional capacity.  Both naïve and memory CD4+ T cells have a 
similar lag phase (~3 days) before the onset of cell proliferation upon viral infection [86].  
Unlike CD8+ memory T cells, CD4+ memory T cells need an extended period of antigen 
exposure for robust secondary expansion, though they also have an intrinsic limit in the 
magnitude of secondary expansion [87,88].  In the context of influenza A virus, a recent 
study found that secondary effector CD4+ T cells display distinct functional and 
phenotypic characteristics as compared to primary effectors, including enrichment for 
producers of multiple cytokines, enhanced trafficking to tissue sites of infection and 
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greater contribution to viral clearance [89].  However, how functions of secondary 
effectors are controlled during secondary responses remains to be addressed. 
 
Summary of dissertation 
 Unlike CD8+ T cells, CD4+ T cell differentiation is hierarchical, and the strength 
of antigen-driven TCR signals during priming progressively promotes T helper cell 
recruitment, clonal expansion, acquisition of effector functions and survival [13].  In 
Chapter 2, we determine whether the nature of TCR signals has a determining role in 
effector/memory fate decisions by activated CD4+ T cells following acute viral or 
bacterial infection.  To test this, we track the antigen-specific TCR repertoire during the 
transition from effector to memory by performing deep sequencing of the third 
complementarity-determining region (CDR3) of the TCR.  We find that memory 
development is associated with a significant decrease in TCR repertoire diversity.  
Further analysis of binding properties of individual T cell clones to peptide-MHC II 
tetramers indicates that TCR avidity for antigen does not correlate to memory 
differentiation potential.  Instead, entry into memory pool significantly corresponds to a 
slow antigen off-rate.  Thus, we conclude that stable and sustained interactions with 
antigen during activation are a determining factor in promoting Th1 memory 
differentiation. 
 As described above, long-term survival of CD4+ memory T cells corresponds to 
their high functional avidity [62].  In Chapter 3, we address the hypothesis that secondary 
challenge of Th1 memory cells would enrich responders with high functional avidity, 
which in turn results in more stable maintenance by ensuing secondary memory cells as 
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compared to primary memory.  We find that heterologous rechallenge of Th1 memory 
cells with a pathogen sharing only a CD4+ T cell epitope, which allows for robust 
boosting of memory T cells without rapid antigen clearance mediated by pre-existing 
antibodies and memory CTLs, results in the expansion of secondary responders 
displaying high-level functionality as well as development of very stable secondary Th1 
memory cells that do not decline.  However, when Th1 memory cells receive a weak 
homologous rechallenge, which results in extremely rapid clearance of infection, 
secondary responders display poor expansion, loss of high functional avidity and decay 
of ensuing memory cells with kinetics similar to primary memory.  Therefore, these 
findings suggest that robust secondary challenge can enrich highly functional secondary 
Th1 cells that persist stably without decay.  Furthermore, the nature of secondary 
stimulus profoundly influences the function and stability of secondary Th1 memory cells. 
 Chapter 4 addresses the factors regulating function of secondary Th1 effectors 
during the recall response in more detail.  We find that upon heterologous rechallenge, 
secondary Th1 responders rapidly acquire extremely high functional avidity, followed by 
functional dematuration to the level similar to resting memory cells at the peak of the 
recall response.  This functional characteristic is strikingly different from the primary 
response, as both naïve CD8+ and CD4+ T cells undergo functional maturation throughout 
the primary response [90,91].  Furthermore, responding secondary Th1 responders 
progressively lose their high antigen sensitivity as well as long-term stability in the 
secondary memory pool when infection is abnormally prolonged.  Importantly, we report 
that both antigen-driven TCR signals and inflammatory mediators are required for this 
step.  Finally, we demonstrate that high-level functionality was associated with enhanced 
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proximal TCR signaling.  Thus, these findings highlight dynamic functional modulation 
of Th1 memory cells during early recall responses and suggest that the duration of the 
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 The parameters that induce the generation of highly functional secondary Th1 
effector cells are poorly understood.  In this study, we employ a serial adoptive transfer 
model system to show that the functional sensitivity of secondary Th1 effector cells is 
dynamically modulated throughout the recall response in a manner dependent on the 
environment induced by the secondary challenge.  Adoptive transfer of Th1 memory cells 
into lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV)-immune hosts, followed by an 
efficiently controlled heterologous secondary challenge with recombinant Listeria 
monocytogenes recombinantly expressing a portion of the LCMV Glycoprotein (Lm-
gp61), resulted in the rapid emergence of high functional avidity Th1 effector cells, 
limited contraction after clearance and stable maintenance of secondary memory 
populations.  In contrast, transfer of Th1 memory cells into naïve hosts resulted in an 
extended exposure to a rechallenge environment that more closely resembled a primary 
infection. In these hosts, secondary Th1 effector cells up-regulated expression of 
phosphatases known to regulate TCR signaling and down-regulated expression of several 
TCR-associated tyrosine kinases. These changes corresponded to a decline in Th1 antigen 
sensitivity during the latter stages of infection, increased death of Th1 cells during the 
contraction phase and poor maintenance of Th1 secondary memory cells. We conclude 
that the functional sensitivity of secondary Th1 effector cells is dynamic and can be 
manipulated by environmental differentiation cues associated with the strength or 






 During acute viral and bacterial infections, antigen-specific naïve T cells clonally 
expand and acquire effector functions that contribute to pathogen clearance.  Upon 
elimination of the pathogen, a small proportion of effector T cells survive and 
differentiate into long-lived memory cells that provide rapid and enhanced protection 
against secondary challenge.  Activated T cells have been shown to integrate numerous 
signals during the primary response that impact downstream effector and memory T cell 
differentiation [1,2].  Identification of those signals that lead to the generation of 
functional memory T cells are major goals for the design of vaccines and 
immunotherapies. 
 The transition from effector to memory is marked by the acquisition of heightened 
sensitivity to low levels of antigen, often referred to as functional avidity [3].  Functional 
avidity is not fixed, and can change in a manner that is dependent on differentiation status 
and, in some cases, independent of the TCR.  For example, both CD8+ and CD4+ TCR 
transgenic T cells undergo changes to their functional responsiveness throughout the 
primary effector response to infection [4,5], and we have previously reported that 
SMARTA TCR transgenic T cells, with monoclonal specificity to the LCMV-derived 
class II-restricted epitope GP61-80, undergo functional avidity maturation in the transition 
from effector to memory [3].  Therefore, while TCR signals play a role in modulating 
functional responses, TCR-independent signals are also clearly important.  
While most past studies have focused on the modulation and acquisition of 
functional avidity during the primary effector and memory T cell response to infection, 
far less is known about the mechanisms that control T cell functionality and the 
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protective capacity during the secondary response.  For CD8+ T cells, repetitive 
reactivation of memory T cells resulted in the acquisition of more effector-like phenotype 
[6], a differentiation status associated with enhanced protection from some infections [7] 
but not others [8-10].  Additionally, infection-induced inflammatory signals such as IL-
12 have also been shown to impact the functional capacity of secondary effector CTL 
[11,12].  As compared to primary memory, secondary CD8+ memory T cells exhibit 
enhanced cytolytic capabilities and provide enhanced protection against certain infections 
such as Listeria monocytogenes, whereas they are more prone to functional exhaustion 
following chronic antigen exposure [13,14].  Therefore, one can conclude that the 
functional characteristics of secondary effector CTL depend at least in part on the nature 
of the secondary stimulus. 
 Less is known about the mechanisms that control the functionality of secondary 
effector and memory CD4+ T cells.  Both naïve and memory CD4+ T cells show a similar 
delay in the onset of cell proliferation after exposure to antigen, despite the fact that 
memory T cells become activated and produce effector cytokines within several hours 
[15].  In the context of influenza A virus, secondary effector CD4+ T cells display distinct 
functional and phenotypic characteristics as compared to primary effectors, including 
enrichment for producers of multiple cytokines, enhanced trafficking to tissue sites of 
infection and greater contribution to viral clearance [16].  The strength of pathogen 
rechallenge may also play a key role in mediating changes to the long-term fate and 
function of secondary Th1 responders.  We previously found that, unlike CD8+ memory 
T cells, a homologous secondary challenge was insufficient to induce CD4+ memory T 
cells to engage in optimal secondary expansion and effector differentiation [17].  A 
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rapidly cleared homologous rechallenge of lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV)- 
or Listeria monocytogenes (Lm)-immune mice, resulted in poor acquisition of secondary 
Th1 effector function and decreased survival within the memory pool, whereas reciprocal 
heterologous rechallenge with a pathogen sharing only a single CD4+ T cell epitope 
resulted in rapid acquisition of high secondary functional avidity and long-lived, stable 
secondary Th1 memory [18].  Additional evidence of a role for infectious environment in 
the differentiation of secondary Th1 effector and memory cells is that the functional 
characteristics of secondary Th1 responders demonstrate plasticity that is dependent on 
the nature of the secondary stimulus [18,19].  Overall, these findings suggest that the 
function and longevity of secondary CD4+ T cell responders are not hardwired but are 
dictated by the nature of the secondary stimulus. 
 In an effort to further define the TCR-independent infectious conditions that 
regulate secondary effector and memory Th1 differentiation, we employed a serial 
adoptive transfer system that allowed us to manipulate the nature of the secondary 
challenge as well as the precursor frequency of memory Th1 cells.  Initially, we injected 
naïve mice with small numbers of T cell receptor (TCR) transgenic SMARTA CD4+ T 
cells and infected them with LCMV.  Following the differentiation of SMARTA memory 
cells, they were isolated and parked in either an infection-matched LCMV-immune host 
or a naïve uninfected host.  Mice were then given a heterologous challenge with 
recombinant Listeria monocytogenes expressing the MHC class II-restricted LCMV 
GP61-80 epitope (Lm-gp61).  Whereas heterologous rechallenge of SMARTA memory 
cells parked in a LCMV-immune secondary host resulted in secondary Th1 effector cells 
with high functional avidity similar to the Th1 memory cells from which they were 
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derived, a secondary challenge of memory cells parked in a naïve host, which basically 
replicates the features and kinetics of the primary acute infection, resulted in functional 
avidity decay, increased death during contractions and poor survival of the resulting 
secondary Th1 memory cells.  Neither prolonging antigen presentation nor extending the 
inflammatory period were alone sufficient to induce functional avidity decay, leading us 
to conclude that both TCR-dependent and TCR-independent signals were required to 
regulate modulation of functional avidity.  Instead, functional avidity decay was 
associated with increased expression of molecules associated with TCR signal regulation.  
Overall, these findings define key parameters that regulate the acquisition of secondary 
effector function following the rechallenge of Th1 memory cells and are highly 
applicable to the development of vaccine and boosting strategies targeting the induction 
CD4+ T cell-mediated immunity. 
 
Results 
Functional avidity of secondary Th1 effectors is influenced 
by recall stimulus 
 We previously observed that Th1 cells undergo functional avidity maturation 
during the transition from effector to memory [3].  In support of this, we transferred small 
numbers of naïve SMARTA T cells (1 x 104) into naïve B6 mice and infected them with 
LCMV one day later.  SMARTA cells harvested from the spleen following the 
establishment of memory demonstrated superior functional avidity (defined as the ability 
to make IFNg in response to decreasing concentrations of antigen) as compared to 
SMARTA cells harvested at the peak of the effector Th1 response  (Fig. 4.1A-B).   
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Figure 4.1.  Adoptively transferred Th1 memory cells undergo functional avidity decay 
following heterologous boosting in naïve but not immune hosts.  A) 1 x 104 naïve 
SMARTA cells were transferred into naïve B6 mice.  Functional avidity of the SMARTA 
response after primary LCMV infection (day 8 and day 50 after infection) or after 
rechallenge of LCMV-immune memory with Lm-gp61 (day 8 after rechallenge) were 
measured by ex vivo restimulation with the indicated concentrations of GP61-80 peptide, 
followed by intracellular IFNg staining.  Graph displays the percent maximal response, 
calculated as the frequency of IFNγ–producing cells at any given concentration as a 
percentage of the frequency of IFNγ–producing cells at the highest peptide concentration.  
B) Bar graph displays the effective peptide concentration required for a half maximal 
response (EC50), as determined by fitting the data to a sigmoidal curve (GraphPad Prism).  
C) LCMV-induced memory SMARTA cells (day 50) were isolated and adoptively 
transferred into either LCMV-immune or naïve hosts.  Graph displays functional avidity 
of secondary SMARTA responses after rechallenge with Lm-gp61 (day 7 after infection), 
or of primary SMARTA responses after challenge with LCMV (day 8 after infection).  
D) Bar graph displays EC50.  E) LCMV-induced polyclonal Th1 memory cells (day 50) 
were isolated and adoptively transferred into either LCMV-immune or naïve hosts.  
Graph displays functional avidity of secondary Th1 responses in the indicated hosts after 
rechallenge with Lm-gp61 (day 7 after infection), or of primary Th1 responses after 
challenge with LCMV (day 8 after infection).  F) Bar graph displays EC50.  Error bars 









Following heterologous rechallenge of LCMV-immune mice with recombinant Lm-gp61, 
secondary effector SMARTA cells maintained their high functional avidity at the peak of 
the secondary effector response (Fig. 4.1A-B). 
 Because SMARTA cells, a monoclonal population, demonstrated remarkable 
plasticity in their functional avidity, we sought to establish a model system in which we 
could better define the TCR-independent factors controlling secondary effector and 
memory Th1 differentiation.  To accomplish this we chose a serial adoptive transfer 
system in which LCMV-induced SMARTA memory cells (Thy1.1+), generated as 
described above, underwent a second adoptive transfer into either naïve or infection 
matched LCMV-immune secondary recipients (Thy1.2+), followed by secondary 
challenge with Lm-gp61.  As expected, SMARTA memory cells parked in LMCV-
immune hosts prior to rechallenge maintained a high functional avidity at the peak of 
their secondary response, comparable to that of the originating memory population as 
well as secondary responders following a heterologous challenge without secondary 
transfer (Fig. 4.1C-D).  In contrast, SMARTA memory cells parked in naïve recipients 
prior to rechallenge demonstrated functional avidity decay following secondary 
activation (Fig. 4.1C-D), resulting in functional avidity similar to primary Th1 effector 
cells.  This observation was applicable to polyclonal T cell populations as well, as 
endogenous Th1 memory cells isolated from LCMV-immune mice and parked in naïve 
recipients also displayed a loss of functional avidity following secondary Lm-gp61 
challenge, as compared to those parked in LCMV-immune secondary recipients (Fig. 
4.1E-F).  These data taken together indicated that functional avidity, or antigen  
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sensitivity, was sensitive to extrinsic factors and that the immune environment of the 
secondary recipient shaped the functional response of secondary Th1 responders. 
 
Secondary host immune environment impacts effector 
cytokine production and long-term memory 
maintenance of secondary Th1 cells 
 The generation of Th1 cells that can simultaneously produce multiple effector 
cytokines, particularly IFNγ, TNFα and IL-2 (“triple producers”), correlates to protective 
immunity to subsequent infections [20,21].  Therefore, we tested the cytokine-producing 
capabilities of secondary SMARTA effector cells derived from identical memory 
populations parked in either naïve or LCMV-immune hosts and rechallenged with Lm-
gp61.  Secondary SMARTA effector cells derived from challenge of naïve hosts showed 
a significant decline in the generation of triple producers at the peak of the secondary 
response, as compared to secondary SMARTA effector cells derived from challenge of 
LCMV-immune hosts (Fig. 4.2A-B), although these differences were not observed 
following the generation of secondary SMARTA memory.  However, the rechallenge 
environment impacted the magnitude of secondary SMARTA contraction following 
pathogen clearance as well as the long-term stability of secondary SMARTA memory 
populations. SMARTA secondary effector cells derived from memory transfers into 
naïve hosts contracted rapidly during the transition to memory, and the resulting memory 
populations continued to steadily decline during the memory maintenance phase after day 
75 postinfection (Fig. 4.2C-D).  In contrast, SMARTA secondary effector cells derived 











Figure 4.2.  Secondary Th1 effectors responding in naïve hosts display poor 
polyfunctionality, memory differentiation and memory stability.  LCMV-induced 
memory SMARTA cells were transferred into either LCMV-immune or naïve hosts and 
rechallenged with Lm-gp61 as previously described.  A) Representative flow plots 
indicate the frequency of secondary SMARTA Th1 effector cells derived from either 
LCMV-immune or naïve hosts that produced IFNγ, TNFα, and IL-2 following ex vivo 
peptide restimulation.  B) Bar graph indicates the frequency of secondary SMARTA Th1 
effector cells that simultaneously produced TNFα and IL-2 at day 8, 75, and 150 after 
rechallenge with Lm-gp61.  C-D) Graphs display the percent contraction of the secondary 
SMARTA effector cells between days 8 and 42 (C) and the percent decline of ensuing 
secondary memory cells between days 75 and 150 (D) after rechallenge with Lm-gp61.  




days 8 and 42 after rechallenge, and the resulting memory populations remained stable 
during memory maintenance (Fig. 4.2C-D).  The survival kinetics of secondary 
SMARTA memory cells derived from secondary transfer into LCMV-immune hosts 
mirrored that seen for secondary SMARTA memory cells derived from Lm-gp61 
challenge of LCMV-immune hosts without secondary transfer (Fig. 4.2C-D).  
Interestingly, the kinetics of secondary contraction and memory maintenance of 
secondary SMARTA memory cells derived from transfer into naïve hosts mirrored our 
previously published observations of both primary Th1 memory cells as well as 
secondary Th1 memory cells derived from a weak homologous rechallenge [3,18].  
Taken together with our current observations, our findings confirm that the function, 
survival and long-term fate of secondary Th1 effector and memory cells are highly 
dependent on the environment induced by the secondary challenge. 
 
Functional avidity decay of secondary Th1 effector cells 
corresponds to infection duration 
 Both intrinsic and extrinsic factors may influence the functionality of secondary 
Th1 responders following transfer and rechallenge of naïve or LCMV-immune mice.  
These factors include competition with endogenous Th1 cells for antigen and resources, 
differences in priming, alterations in the inflammatory cytokine environment and the 
duration of the secondary challenge.  To better understand the infectious environment 
following rechallenge of SMARTA memory cells parked in either naïve or LCMV-
immune hosts, we investigated the kinetics of pathogen clearance and antigen 
presentation in each setting.  During the course of the Lm-gp61 challenge, LCMV-
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immune mice exhibited more rapid clearance kinetics and significantly lower bacterial 
loads starting at day 3, as compared to challenge of naïve mice (Fig. 4.3A).  Rapid 
clearance kinetics may be attributed either to the direct contribution of Th1-mediated 
secondary immunity or CTL-mediated immunity to a previously described class I-
restricted epitope within GP61-80 [22].  The rapid clearance of Lm-gp61 in LCMV-
immune mice resulted in undetectable antigen presentation by day 5 after infection, 
whereas antigen presentation was still readily detectable following challenge of naïve 
mice (Fig. 4.3B). 
 To determine whether functional avidity decay was associated with defects in 
early activation events, we assessed the kinetics of functional avidity at the early stages 
of the recall response.  Strikingly, at day 3 after rechallenge, secondary SMARTA 
effectors derived from rechallenge of both naïve and LCMV-immune hosts exhibited a 
massive increase in functional avidity as compared to memory SMARTA cells prior to 
rechallenge, requiring ~50-fold lower peptide concentration to induce a half-maximal 
response (Fig. 4.3C-E).  By day 5 after rechallenge, the functional avidity of secondary 
SMARTA effectors derived from rechallenge of both naïve and LCMV-immune hosts 
had declined and was once again similar to the parent SMARTA memory population 
from which they were derived.  Only secondary SMARTA effector cells derived from 
rechallenge of naïve hosts underwent continuous functional dematuration, with a further 
5-fold reduction in antigen sensitivity by day 7 after infection, correlating to the period of 
time in which the secondary challenge persists in these mice (Fig. 4.3C-E).  From these 
findings we concluded that functional avidity decay of secondary SMARTA effector cells 
derived from challenge of naïve mice was not likely to be a result of early differences in  
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Figure 4.3.  Functional avidity decay of secondary Th1 responders is associated with a 
prolonged infectious period.  A) Graph displays the kinetics of Lm-gp61 clearance in the 
spleen during either primary response in naïve mice or secondary response in LCMV-
immune mice. LOD is limit of detection.  B) Naïve or LCMV-immune mice were 
infected with Lm-gp61.  At either day 5 or 8 after infection, they were injected with 
CFSE-labeled naïve SMARTA cells.  Splenocytes were harvested 3 days later, and 
SMARTA cells were analyzed for CFSE dilution.  C-E) LCMV-induced memory 
SMARTA cells were transferred into either naïve or LCMV-immune hosts that were then 
rechallenged with Lm-gp61.  SMARTA functional avidity was determined at days 3, 5 
and 7 in naive hosts (C) or LCMV-immune hosts (D) as described above.  E) Bar graph 
displays EC50.  Error bars indicate the SEM (n=3-4 mice/group).  Results are 









activation and function resulting from clonal competition or altered activation cytokines, 
but rather the persistence of infection in the later stages of the secondary challenge.  
 
Neither antigen nor inflammation alone are sufficient to induce 
the functional dematuration of secondary Th1 responders 
 As noted above, the rapid clearance of Lm-gp61 in rechallenged LCMV-immune 
mice correlated with the absence of detectable antigen by day 5 after infection, whereas 
we detected antigen following infection of naïve mice for a longer period of time.  While 
the duration of the infection might allow for a more extended period of antigen 
presentation that could influence the functional avidity of secondary Th1 responders, we 
considered the alternative possibility that the persistence of the infection-induced 
inflammatory environment could promote functional avidity decay independently of 
antigen.  
 We first sought to generate a system in which antigen presentation could be 
extended independently of infectious inflammation following heterologous rechallenge.  
To accomplish this, we co-immunized mice with GP61-80 peptide-loaded DCs at days 2, 4 
and 6 after a heterologous Lm-gp61 rechallenge.  We designed the immunizations to 
coincide with the time period in which the Lm-gp61 challenge is cleared.  Nevertheless, 
extending the period of antigen presentation in the context of a heterologous rechallenge 
was insufficient to induce functional avidity decay by secondary SMARTA Th1 cells 
(Fig. 4.4A-B). 
 To test the possibility that the inflammatory environment alone could modulate 










Figure 4.4.  Neither extended antigen presentation nor inflammatory signals alone are 
sufficient to induce functional avidity decay.  A) LCMV-induced memory SMARTA 
cells were transferred into either naïve or LCMV-immune hosts that were then 
rechallenged with Lm-gp61.  Some of the rechallenged immune mice were given DCs 
loaded with LCMV GP61-80 peptide on days 2, 4 and 6 after rechallenge.  B) Graph 
displays the functional avidity of secondary SMARTA effectors at day 7 after Lm-gp61 
rechallenge.  C) Memory SMARTA cells in LCMV-immune hosts were rechallenged 
with Lm-gp61 alone or cochallenged with Lm-gp61 and Lm-OVA.  D) Graph displays 
the functional avidity of secondary SMARTA effectors at day 7 after Lm-gp61 
rechallenge, along with primary SMARTA effectors after LCMV infection.  Error bars 




with Lm-gp61 and a recombinant Listeria expressing the irrelevant antigen OVA (Lm-
OVA), thus replicating the longer duration of the Listeria infection observed in naïve 
mice but without extending the duration of GP61-80 antigen presentation.  Due to the fact 
that Lm-Ova is erythromycin resistant, we were able to measure the duration of both Lm-
gp61 and Lm-Ova infection following cochallenge. Both Lm-gp61 and Lm-OVA reached 
similar bacterial loads by day 3 after infection, but at day 5, when Lm-gp61 was 
undetectable in the spleen, Lm-Ova persisted at levels similar to the bacterial burden 
observed in naïve mice infected with Lm-gp61 alone (data not shown).  However, 
extending duration of infection-induced inflammation following heterologous challenge, 
without also extending antigen presentation, was insufficient to induce functional avidity 
decay by secondary SMARTA Th1 cells (Fig. 4.4C-D).  We concluded that both antigen 
persistence and inflammatory milieu duration were required to induce functional avidity 
decay.  
 
Loss of high antigen sensitivity corresponds to 
differential TCR signaling 
 To understand the intrinsic differences between secondary effector Th1 cells 
responding within a previously naïve or pre-immune environment, differences in 
expression levels of TCR signaling molecules, survival factors, and signaling regulators 
were analyzed.  We observed enhanced gene expression of several proximal TCR 
signaling molecules, including Zap70, Lck, and SLP76, in secondary SMARTA Th1 cells 
derived from heterologous rechallenge of LCMV-immune hosts, as compared to primary 
SMARTA Th1 cells.   In contrast, secondary SMARTA Th1 effector cells derived from 
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challenge of a naïve host displayed expression levels similar to, or lower than, primary 
effector SMARTA cells (Fig. 4.5A).  This was not universally true, as expression of TCR 
signaling molecules Fyn and PLCγ was similar between primary SMARTA Th1 effector 
cells and secondary effector SMARTA Th1 effector cells induced in immune or naïve 
recipients (Fig. 4.5A).   
 Concurrent with an increase in expression of TCR signaling molecules, SMARTA 
Th1 effector cells induced following rechallenge of LCMV-immune hosts displayed 
decreased expression of the TCR proximal phosphatases Src homology region 2 domain-
containing phosphatase-1 (SHP-1) and the TCR distal phosphatase dual specific 
phosphatase 6 (DUSP6), as compared to primary SMARTA Th1 effector cells (Fig. 
4.5B).  In sharp contrast, secondary SMARTA Th1 effector cells derived from challenge 
of a naïve host maintained high expression levels of these molecules, similar to primary 
Th1 cells.  SHP-1 is a well-described phosphatase regulator of TCR sensitivity that 
negatively regulates the TCR proximal kinase ZAP70 and Lck [23-25].  DUSP6 is a 
potent negative regulator of mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) activity, and has 
recently been implicated in regulating defects in antigen sensitivity among CD4+ T cells 
in aging patients by dampening ERK signals following TCR stimulation [26,27].  In 
contrast, we observed heightened expression of the E3 ubiquitin ligase Cbl-b, which 
negatively regulates T cell activation by targeting proximal TCR signals, such as PLCγ 
[28,29], in high functional avidity secondary responders.  This suggests that the 
regulation of antigen sensitivity in these cells is complex and distinct from mechanisms 
that promote T cell anergy. Secondary effector SMARTA cells derived from challenge of 














Figure 4.5.  Maintenance of high functional avidity after secondary challenge is 
associated with enhanced expression of TCR signaling molecules.  The relative gene 
expression of Zap70, SLP76, Lck, Fyn, and PLCγ (A), SHP-1, DUSP-6, Cbl-b (B), Bcl-2 
and STAT5 (C) were evaluated by quantitative RT-PCR in primary and secondary 
SMARTA Th1 effector cells induced in either LCMV-immune or naïve hosts.  Results 
were normalized to GAPDH.  Error bars indicate the SEM (n=3-4 mice/group).  Results 
are representative of two separate experiments. 
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survival factor, while observing no difference in STAT5 expression, a transcription factor 
upstream of several prosurvival pathways (Fig. 4.5C).  Overall, the expression profile of 
secondary effector SMARTA cells in an immune environment is skewed towards being 
prosurvival and pro-TCR signaling, whereas induction of secondary SMARTA Th1 




 Our findings demonstrate that the antigen sensitivity, cytokine production 
profiles, and survival of secondary Th1 responders are dependent upon the duration of the 
secondary challenge.  The persistence of antigen and the inflammatory environment 
induced by rechallenge with a given pathogen were inseparable in our experiments and 
ultimately determining the functional avidity and long-term fate of secondary Th1 
responders.  While it is well established that the context of the primary infection is 
important for the differentiation, stability, and functional maturation of effector Th1 cells 
[2,30], our findings show that the context of the secondary challenge can have profound 
consequences for the functional maturation of responding secondary Th1 effector cells 
and the long-term survival of subsequent Th1 memory populations.  Functional attributes 
are not permanently imprinted on Th1 cells during primary activation, but rather 
secondary Th1 differentiation demonstrates functional plasticity that is dependent on the 
context of the secondary challenge. 
 We have previously shown that in the context of a homologous rechallenge, 
where memory Th1 cells are weakly stimulated due to the limited persistence of the 
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infection, secondary effector Th1 cells exhibit decreased functional avidity and 
diminished long-term survival [18].  As detailed in this study, we now report that when 
the infectious period of the secondary challenge is prolonged, secondary Th1 cells exhibit 
similar defects in functional avidity and survival.  However, the functional maturation of 
secondary Th1 effector cells in these two settings may be quite different, as it is not 
known if secondary Th1 effector cells acquire extremely high functional avidity 
following homologous rechallenge in a manner similar to secondary Th1 effector cells 
following heterologous rechallenge in immune or naïve hosts, as observed here.  
Regardless, these studies together suggest that secondary Th1 effector and memory 
differentiation are acutely sensitive to the context of the secondary challenge, with “too 
much” or “too little” secondary stimulation resulting in suboptimal effector function and 
memory differentiation.  Robust generation of highly functional secondary Th1 effector 
and memory cells instead seems to fall under a “Goldilocks” scenario in which the “just 
right” signal provided by heterologous rechallenge of immune hosts promotes both robust 
secondary Th1 effector cell differentiation and the stable persistence of long-lived 
secondary Th1 memory. 
 Recent findings have focused on the importance of inflammatory cytokines, 
including IFN-I, IL-12, and IL-18, in promoting the increased antigen sensitivity of local 
effector primary and secondary CD8+ T cells independent of antigen or clonal selection 
[11,12].  In these studies, infection-induced enhanced antigen sensitivity of memory 
CD8+ T cells was transient.  The idea of antigen-independent induction of increased 
functional avidity in primary and secondary CD8 T cells is compelling, but whether this 
also applies to Th1 cells is unknown.  While we observed an early enhanced antigen 
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sensitivity of secondary Th1 cells following rechallenge by day 3 postrechallenge 
infection, the increase was transient, returning to pre-immunization levels by day 5, and 
was unrelated to whether the host was immune or naïve prior to rechallenge.  The early 
dynamic fluctuation of functional avidity by secondary Th1 cells may represent the 
influence of the inflammatory environment, antigen, or both.   
 Understanding the mechanisms by which memory Th1 cells maintain their 
function following secondary challenge will be a key to understanding the nature of the 
signals that regulate the generation of secondary immune responses.  Other studies have 
suggested that enhanced antigen sensitivity by T cells correlates to the up-regulated 
expression of proximal TCR signaling molecules [31,32].  We find this to be true as well 
for secondary Th1 effector cells.  Of particular interest is the correlation of TCR proximal 
phosphatases in secondary Th1 effector cells undergoing functional avidity decay.  Their 
induction is TCR-dependent in other settings [24,25,27], and it is possible that they 
represent, at least in part, antigen-driven feedback in regulating the ongoing secondary 
response.  Due to their capacity for inducing inflammatory disorders and autoimmunity, 
CD4+ T cell responses are tightly regulated.  One possible interpretation of the expression 
patterns that we observe are that they are a natural consequence of extended antigen 
presentation within an inflammatory environment and represent a normal regulatory 







Materials and methods 
Ethics Statement 
 This study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations provided by 
the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of 
Health.  This study was approved by the University of Utah Animal Care and Use 
Committee (PHS Assurance Registration Number A3031-01, Protocol Number 12-
10011). 
 
Mice and infections 
 Six to eight week old C57BL/6 (B6) mice were purchased from The Jackson 
Laboratory.  SMARTA TCR transgenic mice [33] were maintained at the University of 
Utah.  Lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) Armstrong 53b was grown in BHK 
cells and titered in Vero cells [34].  Mice were infected i.p. with 2 x 105 plaque-forming 
units (PFU).  Listeria monocytogenes expressing the GP61-80 epitope of LCMV (Lm-
gp61, M. Kaja-Krishna, University of Washington) and Listeria monocytogenes 
expressing OVA (Lm-OVA) were propagated in BHI broth and agar plates.  Prior to 
infection, the bacteria were grown to log phase and concentration was determined by 
measuring the O.D. at 600 nm (O.D. of 1 = 1 x 109 CFU/ml).  For primary infections or 
secondary rechallenge of LCMV-immune mice (>42 days after infection), mice were 







 To generate primary SMARTA memory cells, untouched CD4+ T cells were 
isolated from the spleens of SMARTA mice (Thy1.1+) using a MACS CD4+ T cell 
isolation kit (Miltenyi Biotec).  In addition, we added biotinylated anti-CD44 antibody 
(eBiosciences, San Diego, CA) to eliminate CD44hi “memory phenotype” SMARTA as 
previously described [3].  Naïve SMARTA cells were re-suspended in PBS and injected 
i.v. into recipient mice (Thy1.2+) 1 day prior to LCMV infection.  For adoptive transfer 
of memory SMARTA cells, CD4+ T cells were isolated from the spleens of LCMV-
immune B6 mice containing memory SMARTA cells (>day 42 after infection) and then 
injected i.v. into secondary recipients that were subsequently infected 1 day later.  
Similarly, for adoptive transfer of endogenous GP61-80-specific Th1 memory cells, CD4+ 
T cells were enriched from the spleens of LCMV-immune B6 mice (>d42 days after 
infection), and 5 x 106 CD4+ T cells were injected i.v. into secondary recipients prior to 
rechallenge. 
 
Dendritic cell immunizations 
 DCs were expanded in B6 mice with a Flt-3L-secreting B16 mouse melanoma 
cell line as previously described [17,35].  DCs were enriched to 70-80% purity from the 
spleens and lymph nodes by transient adherence overnight.  They were then pulsed with 1 
µM LCMV GP61-80 peptide for 2 hours in the presence of 1 µg/ml LPS.  LCMV-immune 
mice (>d42 days after infection) were rechallenged with Lm-gp61 and subsequently 




Cell preparations and flow cytometry 
 Splenocytes were placed in single-cell suspension in DMEM containing 10% FBS 
and supplemented with antibiotics and L-glutamine.  For CFSE experiments, naïve 
SMARTA splenocytes were labeled using the CellTrace CFSE Labeling Kit (Invitrogen), 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions, followed by i.v. transfer (1 × 106 
SMARTA/mouse).  For cell surface staining, cells were incubated with fluorescent dye-
conjugated antibodies, with specificities as indicated (eBiosciences, San Diego, CA, or 
BD Biosciences, Mountain View, CA), in PBS containing 1% FBS.  Antibody-stained 
cells were detected on a FACSCanto II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) and results 
were analyzed using FlowJo software (TreeStar). 
 
Peptide restimulation and intracellular staining 
 Resuspended cells were restimulated for 4 hours with 10 µM GP61–80 peptide 
(GLKGPDIYKGVYQFKSVEFD) in the presence of brefeldin A (GolgiPlug, 1 µl/ml).  
Cells were stained with cell surface Abs, permeabilized and stained with cytokine 
specific antibodies using a kit, per the manufacturer’s instructions (BD Biosciences).  For 
functional avidity assays, cells were restimulated with a range of peptide concentrations 
(10 µM–0.1 nM) prior to cytokine staining, with the percentage of maximal response 
determined by calculating the frequency of IFNγ–producing cells at any given 






RNA isolation and RT-PCR 
 Total RNA was isolated using the RNeasy kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) from 
FACS-sorted primary SMARTA effectors and secondary SMARTA effectors induced in 
either LCMV-immune or naïve hosts.  cDNA was prepared from the RNA and real-time 
RT-PCR was performed on a Roche LightCycler 480 (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) using 
Superscript III Platinum Two-Step qRT-PCR Kit with SYBR Green (Invitrogen, 
Carlsbad, CA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  Expression levels were 
normalized to GAPDH expression. Oligonucleotide primer sets used are as follows: 
Zap70: F-AGCGAATGCCCTGGTATCAC, R-CCAGAGCGTGTCAAACTTGGT; 
SLP76: F-AGAATGTCCCGTTTCGCTCAG, R-TGCTCCTTCTCTCTTCGTTCTT; 
Lck: F-TGGTCACCTATGAGGGATCTCT, R-CGAAGTTGAAGGGAATGAAGCC; 
Fyn: F-ACCTCCATCCCGAACTACAAC, R-CGCCACAAACAGTGTCACTC; PLCγ: 
F-ATCCAGCAGTCCTAGAGCCTG, R-GGATGGCGATCTGACAAGC; SHP-1: F-
CCCGCTCAGGGTCACTCATA, R-CCCGAGTAGCGTAGTAAGGCT; DUSP-6: F-
CCGTGGTGCTGTACGACGAG, R-GCAGTGCAGGGCGAACTCGGC; Cbl-b: F-
GTCGCAGGACAGACGGAATC, R-GAGCTGATCTGATGGACCTCA; Bcl-2: F-
GTGGTGGAGGAACTCTTCAGGGATG, R-
GGTCTTCAGAGACAGCCAGGAGAAATC; STAT5A: F-
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 In this dissertation, we find that TCR signals during priming have a determining 
role in CD4+ T cell memory differentiation.  Furthermore, during the recall response, the 
acquisition of protective function and subsequent long-term maintenance of secondary 
Th1 responders are profoundly influenced by the nature of the secondary challenge.  
These findings advance our understanding of the generation, maintenance and recall 
responses of memory CD4+ T cells and have direct implications for the rational designs 
of better vaccination and immunotherapeutic strategies. 
 In Chapter 2, we find that following acute infections, the transition of activated 
CD4+ T cells from effector to memory is associated with a significant loss of TCR 
repertoire diversity.  Mechanistically, we demonstrate that sustained and stable 
interactions of the TCR with peptide-MHCs, as demonstrated by slow antigen off-rates, 
preferentially promote Th1 memory differentiation.  These findings suggest an instructive 
role for TCR signals in the fate decisions made by activated CD4+ T cells to become 
either end-stage effectors or long-lived memory cells. 
 TCR signal strength impacts T cell recruitment and activation and is regulated by 
the binding properties of TCR-antigen interactions [1].  However, binding parameters 
that correspond to T cell activation are controversial [2].  For example, several lines of 
evidence indicate that high TCR affinity for antigen promotes stronger T cell activation 
[3], whereas other studies suggest that slow antigen off-rates induce stronger TCR signals 
and higher T cell reactivity [4].  Recently, fast on-rates have been proposed to be a better 
predictor of robust T cell activation, as the TCRs with fast on-rates could accelerate TCR 
binding and rebinding to the same antigen, leading to unexpectedly longer TCR-antigen 
interactions [5,6].  However, none of these models can explain all functional outcomes.  
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Importantly, while most of the binding parameters have been experimentally measured 
based on the interactions between the TCR and peptide-MHC monomers/tetramers, a 
recent study found that in a mouse model of acute infection, a substantial proportion of 
antigen-specific polyclonal effector cells capable of making effector cytokines were not 
detected by MHC tetramers due to their extremely low TCR affinity for antigen [7].  
Therefore, several other factors related to TCR-antigen interactions clearly impact the T 
cell activation in vivo.  For example, the same TCR could interact with different APCs at 
different times in different locations throughout the immune response, which results in 
heterogeneous T cell activation.  Furthermore, upon antigen encounter, T cells form an 
immunological synapse where the TCRs and other accessory molecules are clustered, 
which increases the local binding of the TCRs with antigens and thereby amplifies TCR 
signals [8].  A recent study showed that antigen stimulation of T cells resulted in an 
increase in oligomeric TCR complexes on the cell surface, enhancing antigen sensitivity 
[9].  Additionally, qualitatively distinct TCR signals could be delivered with a brief 
antigen contact.  Therefore, all of these parameters could be incorporated via the TCRs 
during antigen encounter, which ultimately determines the various functional outcomes in 
vivo. 
  We find that sustained TCR-antigen interactions correlate to Th1 memory 
potential.  This observation raises the question of what are the downstream molecular 
pathways associated with TCR binding kinetics and memory generation.  A prior study 
showed that weak TCR signals during activation resulted in a decrease in the stability of 
anti-apoptotic molecule Mcl-1, thereby limiting the expansion and survival of low 
affinity T cell clones in the effector pool [10].  Recent work from our laboratory found 
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that pro-apoptotic molecule Bim was highly expressed in suboptimally activated Th1 
effector cells and mediated effector cell death during the contraction phase [11].  
Therefore, one possibility is that TCR binding kinetics may directly regulate the 
apoptotic machinery of activated CD4+ T cells during early primary responses.  In 
addition, we also find that Th1 effectors with lower functional avidity compete poorly for 
entry into the memory pool.  Thus, the half-life of TCR-antigen interactions may control 
the expression of several genes involved in functional responses to antigen. 
 In Chapter 3 and 4, we find that during the recall response, various phenotypic 
and functional properties of secondary Th1 effectors, including secondary expansion, 
antigen sensitivity, effector cytokine production and trafficking to tissue sites of 
infection, are influenced by the nature of the secondary stimulus.  Importantly, the 
acquisition of high-level functionality by secondary Th1 effectors at the peak of the recall 
response ultimately leads to the development of remarkably stable secondary Th1 
memory cells.  While activation signals during the primary response obviously impact 
downstream effector and memory T cell differentiation, our findings highlight that the 
context of pathogen rechallenge is also important for determining function and long-term 
fate of secondary Th1 effector and memory cells.  Furthermore, our findings suggest that 
functional property of CD4+ memory T cells is not fixed, but instead dynamically 
modulated in response to the secondary stimulus. 
 Our results suggest that the duration of the secondary challenge is one of the 
critical factors in the generation of highly functional secondary Th1 effectors.  When Th1 
memory cells receive either “too weak” secondary stimulation (following homologous 
rechallenge of immune mice, where infection is rapidly cleared) or “too strong” 
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secondary stimulation (following heterologous rechallenge of transferred memory cells in 
previously naïve mice, where the infectious period is prolonged, comparable to primary 
infection), recall responses are similarly defective, displaying a loss of high functional 
avidity by responding effector cells and diminished long-term survival by ensuing 
secondary memory cells.  Thus, the secondary differentiation of Th1 memory cells seems 
to follow the “Goldilocks” principle in that they need just the right amount of secondary 
stimulation in order to generate highly functional as well as highly stable secondary 
effector and memory cells. 
 Remarkably, the secondary Th1 effector differentiation coincides with a massive 
increase in functional avidity, followed by functional dematuration to the level similar to 
the parent memory cells from which they arise.  This dynamic functional modulation 
during early recall responses is strikingly different from that of the primary response, 
where naïve T cells undergo extensive functional maturation throughout the primary 
response [12,13].  Whether the early acquisition of extremely high function by secondary 
Th1 effectors is programmed and which factors regulate this functional modulation 
remains to be addressed.  Interestingly, a recent study found a transient increase in 
antigen sensitivity of memory CD8+ T cells in a manner dependent on infection-induced 
inflammatory cytokines such as IL-12, IL-18 and type I IFN [14,15].  Whether this also 
applies to Th1 cells is unknown.  Additionally, the early emergence of highly functional 
secondary Th1 effectors may be critical for the rapid control of pathogen challenge.  In 
this regard, prior work has shown that memory CD4+ T cells provided enhanced 
protection by inducing an early innate response [16], suggesting a possible link between 
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the early acquisition of high functionality and induction of more rapid and robust innate 
inflammatory response for enhanced protection. 
 When recall stimulation is prolonged, we find that responding secodnary Th1 
effectors progressively lose their high functional avidity as a result of reduced expression 
of TCR proximal molecules as well as concurrently increased expression of TCR 
proximal phosphatases, such as SHP-1 and DUSP6.  Conversely, secondary Th1 effector 
cells with high functional avidity have opposite gene expression patterns.  Whether the 
duration of secodnary challenge directly regulates transcription of these genes is not 
known.  Nevertheless, these findings indicate that responding secondary effector cells 
intrinsically tune TCR activation threshold in response to secondary stimulation by 
regulating gene expression involved in TCR signaling.  
 Much progress has been made in our understanding of the generation, 
maintenance and secondary activation of CD4+ memory T cells.  It is now clear that the 
nature of activation signals profoundly influences subsequent CD4+ T cell differentiation 
during both primary and secondary responses.  However, several key issues still remain 
unanswered.  Future studies will address the molecular mechanism, by which CD4+ T 
cells sense varying nature of TCR signals fated for either effector or memory, how the 
functional plasticity of secondary Th1 responders is regulated during the recall response, 
and what is the biological relevance resulting from the early acquisition of high 
functionality by secondary Th1 effectors.  The answers to these questions will advance 
our understanding of memory T cell biology as well as have direct implications for the 
design of better vaccination and immunotherapeutic strategies aimed at enhancing CD4+ 
memory T cell formation and function. 
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